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Abstract
SwissFEL, the new Free-Electron Laser facility is a 740 m long accelerator with the goal of providing pulses of light between 6 and 30 fs long at a wavelength of 1 to 7 Å at 100 Hz. To support shot-to-shot photon diagnostic and link the measurements to other measurements along the machine that belong to the same machine pulse, a new triggering and data acquisition system was developed. A new protocol was introduced which allows deterministic triggering, configuration and data transfer via one full-duplex optical connection. The measurement data is stamped with an unique pulse identifier, delivered from the SwissFEL Timing System. A readout and control interface was developed to support data delivery to the Data Acquisition Dispatching Layer and for controlling the system.

INTRODUCTION
A solution was needed for triggering sensor readout electronics and transferring the measurement data. At the same time slow control and status data had to be transferred over the same full-duplex optical connection. A unique pulse ID had to be send to the readout electronics with each trigger pulse to enable deterministic tagging of the data for the purpose of later analysis. A new protocol had to be specified, since none of the available protocols fulfilled all requirements. The first implementation was successfully used as a bidirectional link between two nodes and showed to also be useful in other systems.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Deterministic Event Latency Fiber Interface (DELFI) link is used in SwissFEL between Frontend Electronics crate and controls crate (Fig. 1). The first one is placed in proximity of the sensors and the latter one is mounted in a 19" rack on a distant location. The Frontend Electronics crate consist of a Communication Board (Comm. Board) which interfaces an analog to digital converter (ADC) and Analog Frontend, ie. electronics, responsible for conditioning the analog signals before they enter ADC. Controls Hardware is based on a VME form factor single board computer IFC1210 which features Virtex-6 FPGA and a P2020 processor [1]. A 4 port SFP FMC module is connected to IFC1210 and enables optical connections to the SwissFEL Event Timing System, and to DELFI devices. Configuration parameters, status and measurement data are exposed over EPICS Channel Access (CA) protocol, measurement data is also streamed to the (Beam Synchronous) Data Acquisition Dispatching Layer (BS DAQ System) [2, 3]. DELFI Link enables triggering, transmission of the measurement data and transmission of the control and status parameters simultaneously.

DELFI PROTOCOL
The DELFI protocol is a lightweight system level protocol that allows deterministic event transmission as well as high-speed and low latency data transportation. The DELFI Core-Layer makes no assumptions about the data itself. An additional Data-Definition-Layer allows a combination of memory-mapped and streaming interfaces. The optional Routing Layer permits routing of data packages in various system topologies. DELFI is very scalable and many parameters like maximum event data size or link data rate may be adjusted on a per system or even subsystem base.
Requirements

DELFI protocol aims to fulfill the following requirements:

- Data and event transfer
- Events have highest priority and fixed deterministic latency
- Data packets for single access and burst (block) transfer
- Data streaming to different channels (ports)
- Low data transfer latency, low protocol overhead
- Easy to implement, Low FPGA resource usage
- Link data rate can be selected per system or subsystem
- Open source, license free and manufacturer independent

Packet Types

DELFI protocol defines packet types with different priorities. The DELFI Core guarantees that the highest priority packet, i.e., Event Packet is always transmitted with a deterministic latency. Other packets with lower priorities are responsible for clock compensation, link management and data transfer. Different types of data packets exist which support different read and write operation, e.g., single register read, single register write, block read, block write (Fig. 2). If the link is idling it is transferring a special idle sequence. Protocol uses 8b/10b encoding [4]. Special K characters are used as start and termination characters or serve as other signals.

CONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION

Standard Control System Computational platform for SwissFEL is a single board computer (SBC) IFC1210 [1]. It features a Virtex 6 FPGA and processor (POWER PC P2020). For the communication between them a special design kit is provided by the hardware vendor. It includes a design kit for the FPGA (TOSCA II [5]) and a corresponding EPICS driver [6] for the processor (Fig. 3). A two part application, consisting of an FPGA gateware and EPICS input/output controller (IOC), was written to support communication over DELFI link, integration to other sub-systems of the SwissFEL environment and graphical user interface (GUI).

The application differentiates between two types of data transfer over DELFI: Slow, control and status parameters, and fast, measurement data. Measurement data is copied to shared memory while control and status parameters are exposed to the processor over TOSCA-II directly.

FPGA

Embedded Event Receiver (EVR) [7, 8] FPGA core was used to the interface the Event Timing System directly on the FPGA directly.

The DELFI Core FPGA components provide 4 interfaces: Event Interface, Data Interface, Short Status and Management Interface, of which the latter one is not used in this application. The Event Interface is only used in direction master (IFC1210) to slave (Comm. Board) to trigger the data acquisition and deliver the Pulse ID to the Comm. Board. The TX Data Handler block sends (slow) configuration write and status read requests to the slave. The responses from these requests are captured by the RX Data Handler block which differentiates them from the (fast) measurement data and routes them to a different location. Slow data ends up in an RX buffer, which is directly exposed through TOSCA II to the processor, and fast data is routed through several stages to the shared memory (Fig. 4). Beforehand the correct reception in the Packet FIFO is checked. All incomplete or erroneous packets are dropped in the Packet FIFO.
EPICS IOC

EPICS IOC exposes all configuration parameters, statuses and measurement data as EPICS Process Variables (PVs). It consists of three main parts: FPGA Control, exposes application specific configuration particular to the FPGA, Comm. Board control exposes the parameters of the Comm. Board (slow data), and the Measurement Data Handling exposes the measurement data (fast data). Additionally the Measurement Data Handling also sends the measurement data to the Beam Synchronous Data Acquisition Dispatching Layer by using already prepared EPICS driver for this purpose (epics_bsread).

Figure 4: TX and RX data handling blocks on the FPGA.

User Interface

A graphical user interface was developed in CaQtDm [9] which provides a full control over all parts of the application from configuring the analog frontends through changing data acquisition parameters on the Comm. Board to configuring the embedded EVR.

CHALLENGES

The application was first designed to handle 15 DELFI links and one Event Timing Link on one IFC1210. At this point it was not yet clear whether the calibration procedure will run on the IFC1210 or will it be done offline. Once the calibration was implemented on the IFC1210 it turned out that the processor can not process that amount of measurement data in the available time.

The number of links per IFC1210 was reduced. Currently all installations are using only one DELFI link per IFC1210.

The majority of the EPICS IOC was written in EPICS database files which became difficult to maintain. In some cases it was also limiting the functionality. Parts of the application had to be rewritten later to C.

It was observed that the data delivered to the Beam Synchronous Data Acquisition Dispatching Layer was not always consistent. Tests are being developed to confirm the inconsistency and at the same time parts of the application are being improved to address this issue.

CONCLUSION

DELFI protocol was developed to allow deterministic triggering and data acquisition over the same full duplex serial interface. It was integrated into the SwissFEL environment and proven to work in practice. It is already planned to be used in other facilities at Paul Scherrer Institute.
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